


 Introduction

 Classes
A class can be defined as a template/blueprint 

that describes the behavior/state that the 

object of its type support.

 Object / Instance 
Objects have states and behaviors. Example: A dog has states - color, name, 

breed as well as behaviors – wagging the tail, barking, eating. An object 
is an instance of a class.
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Polymorphism is the ability of an object to take on many forms. The most common 
use of polymorphism in OOP occurs when a parent class reference is used to refer 
to a child class object.

Inheritance is the ability of any class to extract and use features of other classes. It 
is the process by which new classes called the derived classes are created from 
existing classes called Base classes.



 Object–Oriented Analysis

During OO analysis, the most important purpose is to 
identify objects and describe them in a proper way. If 
these objects are identified efficiently, then the next job of 
design is easy. The objects should be identified with 
responsibilities. Responsibilities are the functions 
performed by the object. Each and every object has some 
type of responsibilities to be performed. When these 
responsibilities are collaborated, the purpose of the 
system is fulfilled.
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 Object–Oriented Design
The second phase is OO design. During this phase, 
emphasis is placed on the requirements and their 
fulfilment. In this stage, the objects are collaborated 
according to their intended association. After the 
association is complete, the design is also complete.

 Object–Oriented Implementation and Testing
The third phase is OO implementation. In this phase, the 
design is implemented using OO languages such as Java, 
C++, etc.



Student

+ Name: String
# Roll No: Integer
- Section: String

+Display()
-Add()

-Delete()

Responsibilities
--Manage student data

NameVisibility

Public
Protected
Private

Attributes

Operations

Extra Component
(This is not mandatory)



Student

+ Name: String
# Roll No: Integer
- Section: String

+Display()
-Add()
-Delete()

Responsibilities
--Manage student data

Student:101

+ Name: Swapnil
# Roll No: 1
- Section: A

+Display(5)
-Add( 11)
-Delete(6)

Responsibilities
--Manage student data

ObjectClass


